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1 HUGO GUINNESS
Tit, 2020
signed; signed, titled and dated on the reverse
oil on board
8 x 10 inches (20.32 x 25.4 cm)
Hugo Guinness is the most belovèd Englishman in New York, as adored for his elegant persona and
naughty wit as his art. An eternal man-about-town spanning several continents, Guinness has been
an advertising copywriter, ceramic craftsman, actor, voice-over artist and flowerpot designer not to
mention muse and story man to Wes Anderson. Best known for his drawings and distinctive block
prints, of late Guinness has happily been developing his pictorial practice with actual paintings, of
which this distinctive “tit” is particularly pleasing. It makes the perfect introduction to the
exhibition, as dextrous as decorative, comic as poignant.

ARTIST SELF-PORTRAITS
Sometimes one ends up with two things of the same type without really being aware of it, and
accidentally put them together and bingo, gracious me, then find a third and by the fourth it’s a thing.
Pencil self-portraits by artists; and I am pleased anew at just how good they look together, these
three, Noguchi, Richard Prince, Hirst, each making the other look better, actual draughtsmanship
in action here, hands to the face, glances askance. There is another really great one, the young John
Bratby chain-smoking, but I left it in London as nobody knows him stateside; and one I really
wanted to buy from Simone Subal by Brian O’Doherty as a young medical student—too expensive.

2 ISAMU NOGUCHI
Self-portrait, 1933
signed and dated 1933
crayon on paper
11 7/8 x 8 1/4 inches (30.2 x 21 cm)
framed: 19 x 15 1/2 x 1 1/2 inches (48.3 x 39.4 x 3.8 cm)
Noguchi created a couple of such self-portraits in 1933, the striking strength of line complimented
by the crayon’s scumbling on the textured paper, especially noticeable in the shading of his hair.
Soon after purchasing this work in the early 90s I had a wonderful afternoon at the Noguchi
Museum in Queens where I had the good fortune to meet the impeccable Shoji Sadao with whom
we looked through the archive and found together the details of this drawing.
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3 RICHARD PRINCE
Self portrait, 1973
signed and dated ’73
pencil on paper
25 x 20 inches (63.5 x 50.8 cm)
framed: 29 x 24 3/4 x 1 3/8 inches (73.6 x 62.8 x 3.5 cm)
The sheer level of draughtmanship in this drawing may surprise those less conversant with the full
dexterity of Prince’s practice. Aged only 24 when he created this brooding self-portrait, the skill of
the pencil work is matched by cleverness of composition, the scale of the paper, the emptiness and
placement of head and hand at the top of the page. Prince has even captured his distinctive “hairlip,” [sic] all with the finest of hair-like graphite markings.

4 DAMIEN HIRST
Self Portrait with Bracelet, 2000
signed and titled
pencil on paper
8 1/2 x 5 9/10 inches (21.6 x 15 cm)
framed: 13 7/8 x 11 1/16 inches (35.2 x 28.1 cm)
This unique Hirst self-portrait, indeed the only drawing he has ever done of himself, is based around
a performance in which he inserted a bracelet into his mouth, deliberately turning himself into some
sort of monster. This distortive perversity was well captured in a celebrated 1991 photograph by
Rory Carnegie, but this bravura pencil work contains all the energy and provocation of the young
artist.

5 ALEXANDER LIBERMAN
Marcel Duchamp at home in New York City with Brâncuși sculpture, 1959
gelatin silver print
19 x 14 1/2 inches (48.3 x 36.8 cm)
framed: 25 5/8 x 21 5/8 inches (64.9 x 54.8 cm)
Liberman was always a hero to me, that homme du monde sophisticate who befriended all the great
figures of the 20th century and made impressive art himself, not least the photographs and
minimal paintings, all whilst running Condé Nast. But I did not even know this was by him when
I bought it, I was interested that it is the only time when Duchamp is actually pictured with a work
by Brancusi. Duchamp was Brancusi’s agent and rented a studio on the Impasse Ronsin next to
him to work with his largely American clientele. There are photographs and films of the two
together, but none otherwise of Duchamp with Brancusi’s art. And here he is at home in New York
complete with a wizard’s grin, chess set and major sculpture. Hats off to Francis Naumann for
identifying Liberman as the photographer.

6 WILLIAM STRANG
Portrait of Alfred, Lord Tennyson, c. 1896
signed
silverpoint on prepared pink paper
12 x 8 inches (30.5 x 20.3 cm)
framed: 18 5/8 x 14 1/4 inches (47.1 x 36.2 cm)
William Strang was a great Scottish artist who spanned the 19th and 20th centuries and is still
today a local hero. A fan of his technical genius, I am also a great lover of Tennyson and indeed pink
paper. And this is very special “prepared” pink paper made in the 19th century just for silverpoint
work. I know this because the drawing was inspected by an entire team from the National Gallery,
DC, their paper conservation expert, head of Northern European painting and chief curator, for
inclusion in their exhibition with the British Museum, Drawing in Silver and Gold: Leonardo to Jasper
Johns. This is a metalpoint drawing laboriously made with a very fine silverpoint stylus, and to quote
“Fatima” by the bard himself:
The wind sounds like a silver wire,
And from beyond the noon a fire
Is pour'd upon the hills, and nigher
The skies stoop down in their desire.

7 WALTER ROBINSON
Portrait of Adrian Dannatt as Courbet’s Desperate Man, 2009
signed and dated 09
acrylic on cardboard
13 1/8 x 11 1/2 inches (33.3 x 29.2 cm)
Everyone in New York knows and adores “Walter” as the creator of the 1970s downtown
journal Art-Rite, as a founder of Printed Matter (with Lucy Lippard & Sol LeWitt), longtime editor
of Art Net, and author of that Instant Art History: From Cave Art to Pop Art. More recently Robinson has
happily returned to his original primary vocation as a painter, but who knew just how technically
skilled a portraitist he could be? Amusingly enough once on the streets of Manhattan I was jovially
accosted by a charming man and his wife who had just returned from Paris where they had seen the
big Courbet show and were amazed how much I resembled his Desperate Man. I had more and darker
hair then, a goatee and open white shirt, and he turned out to be Andrew Hall the legendary
collector. Touring the press opening for the same exhibition at the Metropolitan, Walter also
noticed this resemblance and crafted this striking portrait.

8 JAN FRANK
Untitled, 1986
inscribed for A. D. from Jan 86. 42 Bond Street, NYC on the reverse
ink, alkyd and oil on wood panel
41 7/8 x 17 3/4 inches (106.4 x 45.1 cm)
Frank has lived a life rich and rocambolesque; a political revolutionary with close ties to the SDS in
Madison, Wisconsin, young star of the Whitney Independent Study Program, he has conducted
performances with Sherrie Levine, created plywood cut-outs with Cady Noland, and collaborated
on structuralist films with Ron Clark. This “Prince of Bond Street” has lived in the same downtown
loft since he first came to the city in 1974, a longtime friend of such neighbours as Chuck Close and
Glenn O’Brien, and is a much loved local legend, whether out walking his late lab or puffing eternal

Chinese cigarettes in his alpaca coat. Very Dutch, very American, he has known everyone from
Angela Davis to Alberto Burri, from Earl “The Pearl” Monroe to Willem de Kooning, being the
youngest mourner at his funeral. Frank has also been making exceptional art for the last forty years
or more and exhibiting it everywhere from Amsterdam and Sydney to Postmasters, Salvatore Ala
and Nahmad Contemporary.

9 DANNY MOYNIHAN
Untitled, 2019-20
oil on linen
30 x 36 inches (76.2 x 91.4 cm)
The son of two highly respected artists, Anne Dunn and Rodrigo Moynihan, Danny himself is
perhaps less known as a painter than as a novelist, screenwriter and longtime collector of everything
from cutting-edge installations to vintage photography. Author of the ultimate art world
satire, Boogie Woogie, Moynihan has also been instrumental in the careers of everyone from Damien
Hirst to Michael Joo and Celia Paul as a key early collector, setting up his first gallery with Paul
Kasmin just after graduating from the Slade. Happily, Moynihan never stopped painting and this
recent canvas captures his love for the North African landscape where he spends much time as well
as his fascination with the body, animal lusts. Symbolic, anthropomorphic, lush, shimmering with
heat, sexual and scatological, worthy of Bataille, the compositional diagonal of a broken wall which
is also a spine, the black hole, ripe for penetration, excretion or conception, from where Lucy, our
first known female, was dug out of the filth of the ancient earth on this very site.

10 NANCY SPERO
Torture in Chile, 1975
signed, numbered 8/30 and dated 1975
silkprint
22 x 29 3/4 inches (55.9 x 75.6 cm)
framed: 27 x 34 3/4 inches (68.6 x 88.1 cm)
ed. 8/30
Spero, who I interviewed on occasion, was such a strong artist, aesthetically, politically, socially,
and this print is a particularly striking exemplar of her combination of graphic chops and agitprop
punch. The blocking of the text is so elegant that the words themselves, in all their rawness, seem
to subvert, break the bounds, of their formal presentation. The text is cramped, confined, forced
together like the prisoners themselves. Spero was central to the feminist art collective and gallery
A.I.R and this print was part of their portfolio. Yet despite the edition of 30, and examples in the
Whitney and Smithsonian, I have never seen another copy. The subject is specifically the torture
of women under Pinochet’s dictatorship, having seized power two years previously, and the
straightforward description does not plead for our sympathy, it just brutally lists the facts. What
makes this the more interesting is its direct link to Spero’s fascination with Antonin Artaud and
the outer limits of both the body and language, here speaking, politicizing, the unspeakable.

SALON STYLE WALL
This decidedly eclectic arrangement of works from various periods is organized around the
photogram of Guillaume Gallozzi’s profile by Adam Fuss. Positioned near the center of the tight
grouping, it features one of the people whose obituary appears in Doomed and Famous.

Among other works to be discovered are a 17th–century mythological landscape etching by Claude
Lorrain installed immediately below Guy Debord’s text piece, Ordre de Boycott, from 1956, a study
by the Cuban modernist, René Portocarrero, Tina Modotti’s 1928 photograph, Orozco mural from the
entrance to the Great Patio at the National Preparatory School, Mexico City, a beach scene by Nan Goldin,
an ink drawing by Norman Lewis circa 1950, two paintings by the late French surrealist, Luc Simon,
and a work on paper by Rammellzee.

11 LUC SIMON
Si Loin, Mais Si Loin De Vous Tous, 1967
signed; titled and dated 1967 on the reverse
23 5/8 x 28 7/8 inches (60 x 73.3 cm)
From a storied historic family of stained glass artisans from Champagne, Simon worked with
his father on Reims cathedral and later created magnificent windows at various églises.
Charismatic and handsome, Françoise Gilot left Picasso in order to marry him before moving to
America to marry Jonas Salk. Robert Bresson cast him as the lead actor in Lancelot du Lac along
with the late great Humbert Balsan and Laura, the daughter of Harry Mathews and Niki de Saint
Phalle; Simon dominates this cinematic masterpiece with his weirdly medieval presence. Simon
also created the sets, along with Paloma Picasso, for Madame, the musical comedy devised by his
friend the chanteuse Barbara. An expert on Rimbaud, whose works he illustrated, these rare sixties
paintings, pure Surréalisme Tardif, came from bohemian St. Germain via Findlay Galleries of Palm
Beach.

12 HANANIAH HARARI
Untitled, 1939
signed and dated ’39
gouache on black paper
9 7/8 x 12 3/4 inches (25.1 x 32.4 cm)
framed: 16 1/4 x 20 1/4 inches (41.3 x 51.4 cm)
Hananiah Harari was both a precise realist illustrator, trompe l’oeil perfectionist, and pioneering
abstractionist who appears on the lineage-map of the New York art world by his friend Ad
Reinhardt. We share a birthday, the 29th August, along with one of my favourite artists, Ingres.
And I love his name, the double H, its exotic Sephardic elegance shared by the Old Master dealer
Philip Harari, husband of Mary McFadden and father of our favourite songwriter-singerphotographer-artist Justine Harari.

13 RB KITAJ
Trio, from a daybook by Robert Creeley, 1971
inscribed for the Soyers. Love, Kitaj. AP
lithograph
22 3/4 x 16 1/2 inches (57.8 x 41.9 cm)
framed: 23 5/8 x 17 1/2 inches (60 x 44.5 cm)
AP
RB Kitaj apparently loved threesomes and this rather rare print (I have only ever seen one other
example) is intriguingly dedicated with love in pencil “for the Soyers,” namely his friend the artist
Raphael Soyer and his wife Rebecca. Soyer himself painted a well-known double portrait of Kitaj
and his artist-wife, Sandra Fisher. The mind begins to boggle.

14 RENÉ PORTOCARRERO
Harlequin, 1943
signed and dated 1943 bottom center
ink and wash on cardstock
11 5/8 x 9 inches (29.5 x 22.9 cm)
framed: 19 1/2 x 17 x 1 1/2 inches (49.5 x 43.2 x 3.8 cm)
René Portocarrero is a revered Cuban modernist who worked with Wilfredo Lam, exhibited with
Julien Levy in New York and of course knew Castro. There is a mystery to this curious carnival figure,
slightly sinister, mystic, like a dark knight or mountebank from an illegal Tarot deck. It is a study
for his 1943 murals at Havana Prison, where the great writer Lezama Lima worked as a lawyer, and
where Portocarrero himself taught free drawing to the inmates. Possibly detached from a
sketchbook the more you look at it the richer it gets.

15 RUTHVEN TODD
Clitocybe claviceps, Lactarius torminosus, Scleroderma aurantium
Under Evergreen Oak, Quercus ilex, 1965
each signed, titled, and dated
ink, colored pencil and watercolor on paper
four parts, each: 6 3/4 x 8 3/4 inches (17.1 x 22.1 cm)

Ruthven (pronounced “Riven”) Todd was one of those protean polymaths who knew everyone, did
everything, end up forgotten. Secretary to the International Surrealist Exhibition of 1936 in London, he
rescued Dalí from his diving suit, drank New York dry with fellow alcoholic Dylan Thomas and was
supported by W. H. Auden. A bestselling detective and children’s book author and much published
poet, he was also the official editor of Blake’s catalogue raisonné. An expert on printing techniques,
he worked with Hayter at Atelier 17, collaborated with his friend Miró, and did these exquisite
watercolours of hallucinogenic mushrooms whilst with Robert Graves in Mallorca. Most of his
drawings were given away to friends, and these have only been exhibited once before in the show
The Writer’s Brush at John Wronoski’s gallery at Harvard.

16 DEREK BOSHIER
Fashion Victim in the Snow, 1986
each signed with the artist’s initials and dated 1986
ink and gouache on paper
triptych, each: 11 x 9 inches (27.9 x 22.9 cm)
Derek Boshier, friend and contemporary at the Royal College with Hockney and Allen Jones, is a
leading figure in British Pop. Having worked in photography, film, video, assemblage and
installation, he is still making manifold work in Los Angeles. Notable commissions include David
Bowie and the Clash, and Boshier was recently the subject of a documentary film by James Scott
and a long interview with art historian, Alex Kitnick. This striking triptych Fashion Victim in the
Snow was part of his 1986 exhibition with Totah Stelling in SoHo, New York, with a catalogue essay
by the show’s curator, Peter Bach, filmmaker, war reporter, playwright, digital effects expert,
political poet, adventurer.

17 GRAHAM DURWARD
Harlequin no. 5 (melting), 2018
oil on canvas
17 7/8 x 13 7/8 inches (45.4 x 35.2 cm)
Graham Durward has experimented with a wide variety of media from video and performance to
pissing in the snow, but has always been a painter at heart, in a long and rich career ranging from
Edinburgh College of Art to his many years in Manhattan. This “melting” Harlequin is elegiac,
melancholic, maybe slightly sexual and definitely beautiful. A rightly proud Scot it makes perfect
sense he should hang next to Ruthven Todd, whose own Scottishness was essential to his identity
as poet and artist.

18 RAMMELLZEE
Untited (Gothic Futurism), 1985
acrylic spray paint on paper
11 1/4 x 25 3/8 inches (28.6 x 64.5 cm)
framed: 16 1/8 x 30 1/8 x 1 inches (41 x 76.5 x 2.5 cm)
Rammellzee was a unique individual and artist, bringing together graffiti and Gothic Futurism, hiphop and science fiction, developing his complex, brilliant theory of the “battle between letters,” their
symbolic warfare against alphabetic standardisation. He came from Far Rockaway, a mythic
location in my lexicon, and was also a model, rapper, actor and performance artist. I was lucky
enough to visit him at his HQ “the Battle Station” at 46 Laight Street, NYC thanks to his early

dealer Joe La Placa, whose pioneering graffiti gallery Gallozzi-La Placa had been round the corner in
Tribeca. “Ramm” drank Olde English 800 as powerful medicine against the toxic fumes of his
aerosol paints, he demonstrated parts of his quasi-samurai stage costumes, surrounded by decades
of mind-boggling objects and works-in-eternal-progress. An “outsider” on the inside track of
contemporary music and fashion culture, Rammellzee is one of the major underrated artists of the
late 20th century. This prime work was in his 1985 show at Gallozzi-LaPlaca which was largely
bought by Heiner Friedrich of the Dia Foundation. It comes from the estate of the late and much
lamented Guillaume Gallozzi, whose portrait is below.

19 NORMAN LEWIS
Untitled, c. 1950
signed
pen and ink on paper
24 x 19 inches (61 x 48.3 cm)
framed: 32 3/4 x 27 3/4 x 1 3/4 inches (83.2 x 70.5 x 4.4 cm)
Of a drawing this refined and elegant nothing needs to be said. (But I can’t resist adding that the
career trajectory of Lewis is a perfect example of the “doomed and famous” paradigm; who are we
to say which artist is important, which will be remembered by history, which forgotten?
And when are we making such a judgement? When the artist was still alive, now, or in fifty years’
time? As Zhou Enlai replied when asked in 1971 about the significance of the French Revolution, “it
is too early to tell.”)

20 ADAM FUSS
Portrait of Guillaume Gallozzi, 1992
photogram
23 1/2 x 19 1/2 inches (59.7 x 49.5 cm)
framed: 31 x 27 x 1 1/2 inches (78.7 x 68.6 x 3.8 cm)
Guillaume Gallozzi is in some ways at the heart of my exhibition and book, indeed I met my gallerist
and publisher Miguel Abreu through him, he was one of the first obituaries I published and we still
miss him, having died of a brain tumour at the age of 37. This Fuss portrait is all the more striking
because it was created before Guillaume became ill and yet the artist has somehow foreshadowed
the lingering, fatal stain swamping across his brain. Many of the works in this show come, one way
or another, from Gallozzi and I wish he could be here today to be amusingly rude about it, waving
his ivory cane, puffing his Craven A.

21 SHEILA BERGER
L’Origin du Monde, 2009
signed, dated May 2009, and titled on the reverse
encaustic on panel
14 1/8 x 11 1/8 inches (35.9 x 28.3 cm)
Sheila Berger is as much a traveller and adventurer as artist, her ceaseless far-flung explorations
contributing directly, in materials, imagery and inspiration, to her achieved oeuvre. Here for example
the central image, the “Origin of the World” is given a decorative, almost tribal dimension by its
imbedded texture as much reminiscent of Berber mandalas as classic New York tin ceilings. Tactile
and sensuous the luscious whiteness, so suggestively edible, plays with our assumptions of bodily

“purity,” virginal colour-coding. Berger generously gave me this painting when I curated a show of
her work at Paul Kasmin’s gallery on 27th Street.

22 TINA MODOTTI
Orozco mural from the entrance to the Great Patio at the National Preparatory School,
Mexico City, 1928
vintage gelatin silver print
10 x 8 inches (25.4 x 20.3 cm)
framed: 14 x 11 inches (35.6 x 27.9 cm)
Provenance: Collection of B. Traven
Tina Modotti is mentioned in my book as an example of the great female figures who are too weakly
represented in its pages. Communist revolutionary, major photographer, actor and model, lover of
the world and many equally extraordinary men, it seems odd there has not yet been a full-length
biopic. I love the darkness of this composition, some echo of a skull, those arches so strong one is
hardly aware of the Orozco murals it documents. This print belonged to B. Traven, the mysterious
pseudonymous German author of The Treasure of the Sierra Madre. Nobody knows who Traven was
but he was a talented photographer himself and a collection of Modotti photographs from his estate
is at the Metropolitan.

23 SAUL STEINBERG
Landscape with storm, 1967
signed, stamped and dated 67 lower right
ink and wash on paper
27 1/2 x 21 1/2 inches (70 x 54.6 cm)
framed: 34 1/2 x 28 1/2 inches (87.6 x 72.4 cm)
Saul Steinberg is a famous artist who should be much more so; he is rated as a sort of James Thurber
whereas he should be up there toward Picasso or Hockney with whom he shares a rare graphic
genius, funny, literary, always knowing exactly what they are doing. All Steinberg’s visual wit,
dexterity and dazzle is here in this stormy sky, the sheer scale deliberately too BIG for what it is,
offset by that neat bureaucratic corner stamp and signature.

24 LUC SIMON
Le printemps d’une pierre, 1965–1967
signed; signed, titled and dated on the reverse
oil on canvas
23 5/8 x 23 5/8 inches (60 x 60 cm)

25 BRION GYSIN
Le dernier musée, 1976
tilted and signed
unique gelatin silver print and collage
9 3/4 x 7 1/2 inches (24.8 x 19.1 cm)
framed: 21 3/4 x 17 3/4 x 1 1/2 inches (55.2 x 45.1 x 3.8 cm)
Brion Gysin was a floating ghost lightly tethered to both the October Gallery in London (a story in
itself) and his Paris apartment opposite what was to become the Centre Pompidou. This drugjagged collage is one of a series Gysin did out of his window related to the “Last Museum” as he
termed that behemoth, the worst building Archigram never built. Gysin was a Canadian, as many
of one’s favourite figures turn out to be, excommunicated by Breton from the Surrealists aged 19,
the sort of achievement after which one need do nothing else. I lent works to the excellent New
Museum Gysin show including his rare first print from 1936. Laid flat in a perspex case this
somehow jumped off the wall in the night and on shattering an impossible shard, defying all
gravitational logic, pierced its heart. His friend and lover John Giorno thought this hilarious,
knowing for certain that the old devil, the majoun-Jinn himself had come back again to cause his
usual havoc.

26 GUY DEBORD
Ordre de boycott, 1956
offset print on paper
6 x 11 1/2 inches (15.2 x 29.2 cm)
framed: 9 3/4 x 15 1/4 inches (24.8 x 38.6 cm)
A proud moment was to be attacked in print by Debord who termed me ironically “le héros
journalistique,” in his book Cette mauvaise réputation. Debord is often assumed to be an avant- gardist
but in fact his aesthetic politics were opposed to every aspect of progressive cultural selfadvancement. This is made clear in this hilarious polemical flyer insisting on the immediate
BOYCOTT of a 1956 arts festival. Debord loathed the pieties of modernist literature, architecture,
music and art and here denounces Corbusier, Beckett, Agnès Varda and Ionesco, all guilty
participants in the “spectacle” to distract one from the fight. The genius of Debord was not only in
his writing style, the greatest 20th century exemplar of that tradition of French prose polemicists,
but his sheer chutzpah, as he here demands that the actual participants themselves must instantly
boycott their exhibition on his orders.

27 CLAUDE LORRAIN
Rape of Europa, 1634
etching
8 x 10 1/2 inches (20.3 x 26.7 cm)
framed: 15 1/2 x 18 1/8 inches (39.4 x 46 cm)
I always hung my BOYCOTT flyer next to my Claude etching for the amusing echo between the
cows, these matching black and white bovines. Imagine my surprise reading Tom McDonough’s
excellent book on the Situationists to discover a reproduction of Claude and that Debord also loved
Lorrain. “I scarcely know of anything but those two harbors at dusk painted by Claude Lorrain—
which are in the Louvre and which juxtapose extremely dissimilar urban ambiances—that can rival
in beauty the Paris Metro maps.” Of course this makes sense, for if Debord’s hard and beautiful
prose was to be compared to any artist it would be Lorrain or another of my pantheon, Poussin,
David, Ingres.

28 NAN GOLDIN
C.Z. and Max on the Beach, Truro, Massachusetts, 1976
signed, dated, numbered 4/10, titled, and inscribed For Nina Conelly. For whom I sacrificed Bloomingdales
perfume counter on the reverse
C-print
23 1/4 x 15 1/4 inches (59 x 38.7 cm)
framed: 30 1/2 x 22 7/8 x 1 5/8 inches (77.5 x 58 x 4 cm)
ed. 4/10
This is one of Nan Goldin’s most famous images, reproduced in books and exhibition publicity. It
is still one of her best, that fortuitous combination of perfect composition and brilliant colour
scheme, the lushness of those tones still singing strong from 1976. I have always suspected it was
staged, composed, rather than any “decisive moment” spontaneity, and like it all the more. The 1977
dedication on the back of this print “For whom I sacrificed Bloomingdales perfume counter” is all
the more interesting as Goldin was obsessed with Guy Bourdin's lingerie catalog for
Bloomingdale’s, Sighs and Whispers (incidentally, the only “book” of Bourdin published during his
lifetime) which came out in 1976.

29 MATT MULLICAN
Untitled (Fate, Life, Death), 1982
oil stick on paper
1 of 2 parts: 25 x 32 1/2 inches (63.5 x 82.5 cm)
framed: 24 7/8 x 32 3/4 inches (63.2 x 83.2 cm)
Untitled, 1982
oil stick on paper
2 of 2 parts: 47 x 33 inches (119.4 x 83.8 cm)
framed: 46 3/4 x 32 3/4 x 1 1/2 inches (118.7 x 83.2 x 3.8 cm)
Matt Mullican verges on madness with the proliferation and scale of his oeuvre, the vastness of his
production, the cosmic explosion of his own huge world. Like his fascinating father, Lee Mullican,
he is a sort of “outsider” artist who happens to be deeply embedded in contemporary practice,
though it is almost impossible for any institution to keep up with his sheer output. I love the
weirdness of his hypnosis performances, I loved his long poem—containing all life and death on a
single sheet of paper—in his last show at Peter Freeman, and I love the labels on the back of this oil
stick diptych from Mary Boone in that year of 1982.

MINIMALIST AND POP AREA
By contrast and radical aesthetic opposition, the sparse area to the right presents a sequence of four
works only, two of which are from the 1960s. Olivier Mosset’s Untitled is followed by a silkscreen
painting of the Beatles by Robert Stanley, and one of the few shaped canvases produced by British
artist Richard Smith in 1964.

Closing this part of the installation is Siobhan Liddell’s quasi-invisible thread which descends from
the light track near the vitrine table.

30 OLIVIER MOSSET
Untitled, 1989
acrylic on canvas
24 x 24 inches (61 x 61 cm)
Mosset is that rare thing, a major artist who also has the most enviable biography, involved with
every conceivable aspect of the cultural zeitgeist like some monochrome Zelig. As a teenager he
moved from Switzerland to Paris and worked for Tinguely at the legendary Impasse Ronsin, and
then still only 21, revolutionised painting practice, much to Duchamp’s enjoyment, with the
conceptual group BMPT. A longtime biker as famed for his handsome Hell’s Angels persona as
radical “Degree Zero” aesthetics, Mosset turns up everywhere. His studio used to be opposite where
I live on the Rue de Lappe, his work stars in the collection of my late friend Frits Becht (whose Dutch
villa he visited on his Harley with the Stones), a giant canvas dominates my friend Eric Mitchell’s
film Underground USA, another buddy Jocko Weyland hangs with him today in Tucson. I am very
happy to own a painting by him, faintly resonant of the distinctive yellow borders of the National
Geographic this striking composition is in fact a stylised geometric version of the “O” in his name
Mosset.

31 ROBERT STANLEY
The Beatles, 1965
signed and dated on the reverse
Liquitex on canvas
46 x 40 inches (116.8 x 101.6 cm)
Stanley, who is in my book, is the great forgotten American Pop artist, unlike his close friend and
brother-in-law, Roy Lichtenstein. He was certainly one of the very first artists to use pop music
imagery in their work as this prime canvas makes clear, painted the year the Beatles broke big in the
USA, Stanley having gone to see them play at Shea Stadium in 1965, and painting them soon after.
His use of silkscreen and outrageous fluorescent greatly intrigued his friend Warhol and though
this particular painting was hand-painted by Stanley himself it has all the zap and commercial
vigour of some mass-reproduction icon.

32 RICHARD SMITH
Slices, 1964
signed and dated 1964 on the stretcher
oil on canvas
two interlocking parts,
overall: 101 x 89 x 12 inches (256.5 x 226.1 x 30.5 cm)
Provenance: Collection of Harry Abrams
Richard “Dick” Smith represented Britain both at the Venice and Sao Paulo Biennale where he won
grand prize, was given two major museum retrospectives and even had a modish contemporary
gallery in London named Dicksmith after him. Interviewed by the New York Times in 1967, Smith
admitted he wanted to make the absolutely representative work of his era, “as the architect Adam
brothers did in the 18th century.” Slices was only exhibited once, with Frank Stella at the
Guggenheim Shaped Canvas show in 1964, the year it was made; from here it immediately entered
the collection of publisher Harry Abrams, the one previous owner before myself. Donald Judd wrote
about the painting reviewing this show, along with a published photograph. Judd exhibited many
times with Smith, not least at Dick Bellamy’s, and wrote often about him, as in his Specific Objects:
“Dick Smith did some large pieces in London with canvas stretched over cockeyed parallelepiped
frames and with the surfaces painted as if the pieces were paintings.” Long a fan, I was very happy

to make Smith’s acquaintance in New York, attending his 60th birthday party at his SoHo loft,
where Gary Hume, his then tenant whispered, “Who exactly is Dick Smith?” Smith was as excited
as myself when I acquired Slices and came to my Tribeca loft to hang it himself, recounting how he
had constructed it at his Bowery studio and Abrams bought it directly from the Guggenheim show.
He spoke of it as a longtime favourite, a key work of that period, and we had a small drinks party to
celebrate its new hanging. It seems only six of his seminal sixties shaped canvases are still existent,
two of them, from 1963, in the Tate.

33 SIOBHAN LIDDELL
Thread, 1992
white cotton thread hanging from ceiling
dimensions variable
edition of 5, especially for this exhibition
I knew Siobhan Liddell from London (thanks to the ever pivotal Paul Steen) and separately knew
Nicola Tyson from when we acted together, playing mirror-image versions of “Hermes the Hermit”
in that excellently titled film The Clear 2-Way Drive by Cassius Matthias. Tyson moved to New York
and set up a gallery Trial Balloon on Broadway where Liddell had her first solo show Together
Separately in One Room in 1992. I loved this single thread dangling down from the ceiling and I was
lucky enough to snap it up for 50 cents. Almost imaginary, faintly dangerous, to tangle or trip, this
“phantom thread” obliges everyone to actually pay a little bit of attention for once, as one should
with art.

PP SECTION
Long a grouper of artists by initials or similar and identical names I took particular perverse pleasure
(PPP) in putting together these very disparate practitioners who happen to share the initials PP,
with the added frisson of urinous association. I am not alone in enjoying such incongruous namegames, there was a group show entitled The Smiths featuring the many artists of that name and Prem
Krishnamurthy organized a Perchance talk show with guests who all had “P” names.

Here we happen to have Pablo Picasso, Paul Pagk, Peter Pinchbeck, Philip Pocock and Patrick
Procktor, never having found quite the right Phillip Pearlstein or Pierre-Paul Prud’hon. I am
particularly pleased with Paul Păun, key Romanian Surrealist along with fellow poet Gellu Naum
(who is in my book) who later legally changed his name to Zaharia Zaharia.
Obviously such a gathering defies any aesthetic or art historical logic, subverting assumptions of
chronology and indeed taste.
34 PETER PINCHBECK
oil on canvas
15 3/4 x 18 inches (40 x 45.7 cm)
A prime picture by a painter’s painter (this “P” thing is catching) Pinchbeck, who is in my book,
was a longtime resident of Greene Street, last of the downtown bohemians. His large studio filled
with canvases, books, wine bottles, the scent of intellectual discussion, turpentine, paint and fresh
coffee was everything a SoHo loft was supposed to be. An exile from working-class England
Pinchbeck was exceptionally well-read, especially in aesthetics and philosophy (a quoter of
Merleau-Ponty), and led a vanguard abstraction group based on long theoretical debates at Fanelli’s
Cafe. A key participant in the 1966 Primary Structures show that introduced “minimalism” to New
York, Pinchbeck threw out his contribution to that exhibition, Space Jump, just before Barbara Rose

came to buy it from him. Like Salvator Rosa and Jay Batlle (both of whom have work downstairs),
Pinchbeck believed that “bigger was better” and created increasingly gigantic paintings, taking up
the entire wall of his studio, partly as an act of resistance—defiance—to market tastes.
35 PAUL PAGK
Untitled, 2013
dated and inscribed Pagk → AD on the reverse
oil on linen
10 x 10 inches (25.4 x 25.4 cm)
Curiously many PP artists were actually born under other names, such as Picasso and Pagk, the
latter being probably the “PP” artist most people in New York would immediately think of today.
Born in England, where his Jewish father had been sent to safety from Czechoslovakia, Pagk was
always surrounded by art; his aristocratic mother a painter herself, who studied egg tempera
technique with Ernst Fuchs when the family moved to Vienna, and whose obituary is a favourite in
my book. Moving again to France, Pagk was a precocious star at the Beaux-Arts in Paris where he
first developed his acronymic name using the first letters of his true nomenclature, Paul Alexander
Godfrey Klein.
36 PAUL PĂUN
Les Esprits Animaux, 1947
Infra-Noir
11 x 8 1/4 inches (27.9 x 21 cm)
Paul Păun was a key Romanian Surrealist along with fellow poet Gellu Naum (who is in my book),
a small group of avant-garde writers and artists who endlessly battled between themselves, six or
so friends who split and reformed and split again. This wild manifesto was put out by Infra-Noir,
their clandestine publishing house in 1947 in Bucharest, the year Breton claimed the centre of
Surrealism had shifted to that same city. I have only ever found two copies, one in Buenos Aires
which I was almost tempted to buy, although more expensive, just because it seemed so perfect a
city in which to find a rare Bucharest Surrealist tract. I got this one through Romanian eBay, which
bizarrely can only be accessed within Romania itself, thanks to the young architect Ana-Maria Tirlea,
who then brought it with her back from Bucharest to the Château de Courances, an exotic itinerary
in itself. Paul Păun later moved to Israel and legally changed his name to Zaharia Zaharia.

37 PAUL PAGK
Untitled, 2013
dated and inscribed Pagk → AD on the reverse
oil on linen
9 x 9 inches (22.9 x 22.9 cm)

38 PABLO PICASSO
l’Humanité, 1957
offset print
21 3/4 x 15 7/8 inches (55.2 x 40.3 cm)
framed: 25 x 19 inches (63.5 x 48.3 cm)
Picasso was still an active member of the French Communist Party in the postwar period, perhaps
more so than ever, indeed during the same years as these celebratory newspaper covers, he traveled
to Sheffield in 1950 for the Peace Conference and created a notorious front page drawing of Stalin
to mourn his demise; these are the actual front pages he created for their newspapers, L’Humanité
and Le Patriote, which served the South of France, published out of Nice, nice examples of sunny
Côte d’Azur Communism. Both unique works and mass reproductions, surprisingly few of these
publications still survive.
39 PABLO PICASSO
Le Patriote, 1951
offset print
23 3/4 x 16 3/4 inches (60.3 x 42.5 cm)
framed: 26 3/4 x 19 1/2 x 1 inches (67.9 x 49.5 x 2.5 cm)

40 PABLO PICASSO
Le Patriote, 1962
offset print
23 3/4 x 16 3/4 inches (60.3 x 42.5 cm)
framed: 26 3/4 x 19 1/2 x 1 inches (67.9 x 49.5 x 2.5 cm)

41 PATRICK PROCKTOR
Untitled, 1967
signed and dated 67 lower left
watercolor on paper
22 x 14 3/4 inches (56 x 37.5 cm)
framed: 23 5/8 x 17 1/2 inches (60 x 44.5 cm)
Procktor, the greatest 20th-century British watercolorist, was poor thing the ultimate exemplar of
“doomed and famous.” A celebrated contemporary of all the great Pop artists, particularly close to
Hockney and Cecil Beaton, his tender portraits of his many boyfriends, such as this example, are
amongst his most iconic images. His museum-like house in Marylebone, London burnt to the
ground destroying his exceptional collection of major works by his many friends and
contemporaries and Procktor died soon after of a broken heart. Perhaps his most accurate obituary
was subtitled, “once acclaimed artist who died of drink and snobbery.”

42 PHILIP POCOCK
As Above, As Below, 1978
titled, signed and dated; stamped and inscribed Plate One – 1978 ‘As Above, As Below’
from The Obvious Illusion portfolio, New York on the reverse
unique cibachrome, printed by the artist
6 3/8 x 9 3/8 inches (16.2 x 23.8 cm)
framed: 16 3/4 x 20 3/4 inches (42.5 x 52.7 cm)
This Pocock, a recent find, is one of the most beautiful colour photographs I know, shot in 1978 on
the Lower East Side, probably Alphabet City, by the then 24-year-old artist. This unique vintage
image was printed by the artist himself using Cibachrome, which is no longer manufactured. As he
explains, “I printed my own as my vision is painterly and one may only make a painterly image
oneself. Cibachrome is archival, the support is indestructible, zero acid, and the pigments from the
clothing industry are more permanent than a Persian carpet. More importantly the Swiss ground
pigments are so very pure, one cannot obtain a paint pigment to match.” This image is reproduced
in a monograph The Obvious Illusion: Murals from the Lower East Side, introduction by Gregory Battcock,
published by Braziller. Long resident in Europe, The Guardian recently published an interview with
Pocock talking about one of his most famous photographs, Miriam and Bestia.

43 DUNCAN HANNAH
Crime of Passion, 1976
signed with artist’s initials and dated 76; signed, titled and dated on the reverse
acrylic, charcoal and spray paint on canvas
54 x 34 inches (137.2 x 86.4 cm)
Duncan Hannah was only 24 when he created Crimes of Passion in 1976, an imposing canvas which
embodies No Wave Cinema. The painting is very much the star, along with Debbie Harry, of the
film Unmade Beds, where director Amos Poe focuses as much on this artwork as the poster
for Breathless next to it. The painting is reproduced in the anthology Downtown Film & TV
Culture (Intellect, 2015) where it is the core of the essay “Downtown Godard” by academic Jonathan
Everett Haynes: “The camera constantly scrolls over this canvas…this film noir patois spliced with a
kind of Symbolist poetry…a speech ‘in between’ French and English, or more precisely Mallarmé
and Spillane. Unmade Beds is DIY Godard….” This painting dominated The Downtown Show at the
Grey Art Gallery in 2006, which also featured much ephemera celebrating Hannah’s role as an
“actor” in every sense in that fecund era’s intermix of fashion, music, cinema and art. Much of this,
and more, is to be found in Hannah’s recent memoir Twentieth-Century Boy: Notebooks of the
Seventies (Knopf, 2018) which revealed the full dazzling range of the artist’s influences, exploits,
friends and brushes with fame, not least collectors ranging from Genesis P-Orridge and Linda
Nochlin to George Clooney and Anna Sui.

PLINTH

44 ENA SWANSEA
Portrait of Adrian Dannatt, 2021
signed, dated and inscribed For Adrian on the reverse
ink, oil and acrylic on cotton vellum mounted on masonite
6 x 4 inches (15.2 x 10.2 cm)
I had thought of having a section of this exhibition devoted to enemies, works by people who do
not like me. Of course I know exactly who they are, pricklish in their presence, and indeed why they

might find me frivolous, pompous, loud, weird. And now with this extraordinary portrait Swansea
has let me see myself as I really am, as my enemies might. Its glittering surface seems to vibrate,
holographic or hallucinogenic, like a super contemporary Fabergé egg. Here I am clearly poised on
the brink of something, insult or obscenity, perversity, stoned, shiny, lips stained with red wine or
random lipstick, an accident waiting to happen. I feel insulted by myself, ready for the worst. Only
the tip of my broken nose (a Nigerian prince at school boxing) is in focus, those mad 3D eyes blurred
out. As Swansea herself, a friend of two decades, admits of her miniature masterpiece, “ I have
packed twenty years of amazement into this tiny four by six inch thing.”

BOOKSHELF

45 HUGO GUINNESS
Skiers, 2021
signed
ink block print on fiber paper
15 x 11 inches (38.1 x 27.9 cm)

46 WILLIAM KING
Steam Room, 1957
unique bronze on marble pedestal
3 3/4 x 3 1/4 x 1 3/4 inches (9.5 x 8.3 x 4.4 cm)
William “Bill” King was such a fun sculptor for such a long time, and as a person, generous and
intelligent. I say this because entirely out of the blue he sent me a fan letter about something I’d
published in the Art Newspaper, claiming it was one of his favourite pieces of art writing. Famous
for his lanky figures, sort of self-portraits, the Giacometti of plastic piping, this unique bronze is
from 1957. In 2007 Alexandre Gallery did a show of his early sculpture, organized by Sanford
Schwartz, and you wanted to cradle every one of them in the palm of your hand.

47 ADRIAN DANNATT
Doomed and Famous
limited edition
signed book with accompanying print by Hugo Guinness
digital print on paper
28 1/2 x 19 1/2 inches (72.4 x 49.5 cm)
edition of 50
signed and numbered

47A MAX BEERBOHM
Enoch Soames: A Memory of the Eighteen-Nineties, 1916
The Century Magazine, No. I, May 1916
Enoch Soames is a sort of patron saint and secret leitmotif of this exhibition, his name cited at
the end of my own obituary and thus on the back of my book. Was he real, was he fictional, was
he doomed, was he famous, was it worthwhile to sell his soul to the devil in order to still be
talked about, discussed here in 2021? On display is his very first appearance in print in the

eponymous short story by Max Beerbohm as published in The Century magazine in May 1916,
more than a century ago. This rare publication, albeit in an altogether battered state, is a
promised gift to Teller (of Penn & Teller), who seems to have magically kept alive the name of
this notably minor poet.
48 HUGO GUINNESS
Coat, 2021
signed
ink block print on fiber paper
15 x 11 inches (38.1 x 27.9 cm)

49 CARL D’ALVIA
Untitled, 2016
signed, dated,and inscribed W. Cornwall CT on the reverse
painted wood and foam
1 3/4 x 11 x 3 1/8 inches (4.4 x 28 x 8 cm)
I would see Carl D’Alvia in West Cornwall, Connecticut, where he lived. His garden was full of his
comically aggressive creations, perverse mutants and hangdog oddities whose deliberate clunkiness
was their glory. What the hell is that even made of? I visited him once and he generously handed over
this chunk of fake wood or chocolate or something fecal even. I begged for a signature on the back
which he failed to resist.
50 JOSEPH STAPLETON
ink on cardboard roll
1 of 2 parts: 7 3/4 x d 1 1/2 (19.7 x 3.8 cm)
2 of 2 parts: 7 1/8 x d 1 1/4 (18 x 3.2 cm)
I found a pile of art magazines out on Washington Street including early Artforum and Signals from
London. Tied with string the subscriber’s name was Joseph Stapleton. I found a number in the
phone book (yes, actual paper and heavy in the hand) and spoke to his widow who offered to give
me a work and to my surprise handed over two cardboard rolls. Stapleton (1921–1994) served as
an intelligence officer and interpreter for General MacArthur in Tokyo, attended meetings at the
Eighth Street Club and drank at the Cedar. As a child Stapleton was a life drawing prodigy but
became increasingly obsessed with Zen calligraphy. His closest artist friend killed himself and
Stapleton plunged into serious alcoholism and depression. His work appeared at the Met
in American Painting Today, 1950, he had a solo at the famous Egan gallery in 1963 reviewed by Brian
O’Doherty in the New York Times: “pointed, thorny forms windmilling around with the help of
feathery strokes.” But mainly he was hidden in Tribeca making art for himself and drinking.
Stapleton made less than $30,000 from his art in his lifetime. These fine calligraphic loo rolls are
amongst my favourite things.
51 HUGO GUINNESS
Monkey, 2021
signed
ink block print on fiber paper
11 x 15 inches (27.9 x 38.1 cm)

52 NICK TAYLOR & MICHAEL HOLMAN
Gray: Never Gonna Leave New York City, 2020
Vinyl
12", 45 RPM
Never Gonna Leave New York City is the perfect anthem for this exhibition, a bold statement in the
window of the gallery to be seen by, and inspire, any casual passerby. The band Gray was formed in
1979 by Jean-Michel Basquiat and Michael Holman and has also included Vincent Gallo and Nick
Taylor. These two songs were originally written in the ’90s, including the late Glenn O’Brien’s
poem and lead vocals, but this rare vinyl was created just last year thanks to the two London-based
executive producers, art dealer and collector James Birch and Barry Miles, a writer and expert on
every aspect of 20th-century counterculture.

53 KAREN CALDICOTT
Adrian Dannatt, 2021
signed and dated
acrylic on modeling clay
6 3/4 x 5 1/2 x 2 5/8 inches (17 x 14 x 6.7 cm)
Karen Caldicott comes from a family of artists, her conceptual photographer brother Richard and
Art Brut sister Lindsay. She is as much a commercial as fine artist, like many of my favourites in this
show from Hugo Guinness to Bébé Berard, Duncan Hannah and Hananiah Harari. Caldicott crafts
unique portraits through handmade sculpted busts, the Honoré Daumier of the 21st century, these
satirical polychrome heads are 3D journalism as much as poetry’s “news that stays news.”
The artist accepts commissions for unique portrait busts at $1,000 per head.

54 KATHY RUTTENBERG
Ka-Boom, 2020
signed with artist’s initials, dated, and inscribed Volcano on the reverse
stoneware and LED lighting
13 x 5 1/4 x 4 inches (33 x 13.3 x 10.2 cm)
Sir John Richardson had two favourites, Picasso and Kathy Ruttenberg; indeed the last group
exhibition for which he chose an artist was The Curators’ Eggs at Kasmin where he asked to include
one of her extraordinary sculptures. Last of the great “animaliers” Ruttenberg maintains an estate
near Woodstock overflowing with beasts—pigs roam the house—and her own equally wild works.
How warm and welcoming to have her flickering beacon, her fiery presence, here in the window of
the gallery, luring us through the early dusk of winter.
55 HUGO GUINNESS
Wine Bottle and Glass, 2021
signed
ink block print on fiber paper
11 x 15 inches (27.9 x 38.1 cm)

VITRINE

Left to right

A CORNELIUS CARDEW, Stockhausen Serves Imperialism (Latimer, 1974)
B CORNELIUS CASTORIADIS, ed., Socialisme ou Barbarie No. 31, December 1960 – February 1961
The only two great Marxist radicals named Cornelius were Cardew, the British composer and Castoriadis, the Greek-French
philosopher. The first was a tragicomic figure, an avant-gardist who renounced modernism for fear his belovèd proletariat did not
approve and then attempted to make music to please them, never having heard of something called “pop.” He was either hit by a
car or murdered by MI5. The second was founder of that revolutionary group and publication Socialisme ou Barbarie, this issue being
from the brief period when Guy Debord was a member. I was fortunate enough to be with Castoriadis in Ankara and Cappadocia
and later visited his home on Tinos. I recently discovered that as a boy he was tutored in French, weirdly, by that Nazi she-devil
“Savitri Devi” who is in the preface of my book.
C EDWIN DENBY, Snoring in New York (Angel Hair, 1974)
I am a great snorer and like to snore in New York. Denby is another of those protean polymaths I would like to have known; dancer,
critic, poet, translator and author of a single novel (all most novelists should need) entitled Mrs. W’s Last Sandwich. Born in China,
Hotchkiss and Harvard, he played the back half of a horse for Orson Welles.
D NADADA No. 1, 1964
NADADA was an avant-garde journal set up by Timothy Baum, that great Surrealist dealer and connoisseur, and this is the rare
first issue, Contemporary American Poets, special edited by Gerard Malanga, notorious as Warhol’s whip-dancer with the Velvet
Underground. Even rarer this copy is signed by Baum lui-même still hard at work on the Man Ray catalogue raisonné.
E KAY SAGE, Faut Dire c'qui est (Debresse-Póesie, 1959)
Sage, amongst the few Surrealists to go to Foxcroft, was married to both an Italian prince and Yves Tanguy, of whom she was
certainly a more than equal talent. She was also a striking writer, as demonstrated in this poetry collection, this copy all the rarer
for being signed in 1959 to Catherine Viviano her New York gallerist who had mounted an important exhibition of her paintings
the year before. The key painting in that show was her very last, The Answer Is No, perhaps precursor to the skateboard memoir The
Answer Is Never by Jocko Weyland, whose work is downstairs.
F THOMAS MERTON, Thirty Poems (New Directions, 1944)
Merton the poet-monk is part of my pantheon of modern Catholic mystics, artists and intellectuals from Simone Weil to Jacques
Maritain, Dom Sylvester Houédard to Robert Lax, Sister Corita Kent and Michel de Certeau. There is surely an irresistible lure to
the monastery, the rule of silence, having myself spent an intense transformative week on Mount Athos. This first hardback edition
of Merton’s first book is notably rare.
G DOROTHEA TANNING, Birthday (The Lapis Press, 1986)
Tanning, who is in my book, was as wonderful a writer as sculptor and painter and a great patron of the poetry world which
probably, paradoxically, lessened her own reputation as a poet. She was also a great hostess and as we got smashed on champagne
on lower Fifth Avenue she dedicated this book to me, “talking about everyone and everything and nothing (meaning me).” This
beautiful memoir proves otherwise.

H BOB FLANAGAN, Slave Sonnets (Cold Calm Press, 1986)
I spent a surprising amount of time with Flanagan, the terminally ill extreme-masochist performance artist when he was in
residence at the old New Museum on Broadway. This book has some suitably shocking stuff, a nice bloodstained dedication to
myself and strong cover by Mike Kelley.
I THE BELOIT POETRY JOURNAL, Fall 1951
Proof that bargains can still be found in New York, last March I was at Poet’s House (now revealed as a bastion of fascism) going
through their discount shelf sale and came across this famous journal, entirely devoted to the Langston Hughes translation of
Lorca. It was 50 cents but I only had 30, in loose change, which they generously accepted. Every exhibition should have under-adollar items and we have two, this and Siobhan Liddell’s 75¢ Thread.
J FRANK O’HARA, Second Avenue (Totem Press, 1960)
O’Hara is, of course, all and everything one could ever want to be, for me. (Without the beach buggy bit.) With its classic cover
drawing by his longtime collaborator Larry Rivers (who is in my book), I like the way this slim volume has all the aura of something
rare, prime expensive ephemera, but can be had for $20.
K JOHN GIORNO
Suicides Are Songs of Aspiration, 2013
watercolor on paper, old holland grey-violet
11 x 11 inches (28 x 28 cm)
Giorno was an incredible presence, this beautiful man who literally shone with some
Buddhist higher grace. Whenever I met him it was always by chance, at the JFK luggage
carousel, on our bicycles on Lafayette, and it was like seeing some Roman potentate,
Emperor of serene karma. He was also a filthy writer as his shockingly candid memoir attests
and I am the proud owner of a truly dirty watercolour poem by him based on Catullus. But
this one I love the more for I have always been fascinated by suicide which, like heroin
addiction, I just cannot stop finding glamorous even though endlessly told it is not.
Giorno’s memoirs are full of suicide, including his own attempt, and Fred Herko the
infamous defenestrated dancer and two of the other writers in this vitrine killed themselves,
Denby and Sage, with a bullet to her heart. I was pleased to place this pale blue paper below
the pink of Tennyson’s portrait, contrasting possibilities of “poetry,” whether just five
words or the most prolix of Victorian verse.
POWERFUL WOMEN/ POETICS
Clockwise from the left

L SPECTRE 1971 My favourite lesbian revolutionary separatist white women publication. Free to prisoners.

M ARIANNA HUFFINGTON (Stassinopoulos) originally became famous as the first foreign female President of the Cambridge
Union debating society. Here in 1970 she proposes the notion that “Technological advance threatens the individuality of man and
is becoming his master.” A perfect topic for the creator of the world’s most successful website. Other participants include Rajeev
Dhavan, senior advocate of the Supreme Court of India, C.P. Snow, George Steiner, Earl Mountbatten of Burma and Prince
Charles. Curiously everyone has signed this precious flyer, royalty included, apart from Arianna.
N As a fashion critic for The Guardian covering the Paris haute couture collections I was lucky enough to attend the final formal
presentation of MADAME GRÈS’ own designs at her celebrated Place Vendôme salon. Mrs. Mitterand sat next to me. I saved the
programme.
O JACQUELINE DE JONG is an artist and political activist, one of the two female members of the Situationist International, she
boldly broke from Guy Debord and launched her own radical publication The Situationist Times, of which this is the infamously rare
first issue from 1962, complete with De Jong print. Manning the Paris barricades in May 1968 she continues today her provocative
and uncompromising art.
P MARIE GOSSART is an independent businesswoman, “creative consultant” and installation poet. Over the last decade she has
perfected her unique ACTIONWRITING, dramatically performing her celebrated line “I want to keep on writing” which indeed she
keeps on writing. This mantra may have slightly shifted to “I Keep on Writing” but as these examples on handmade Japanese paper
make clear the same cumulative power remains.
Q PAUL SHARITS drawings are as much concrete poetry as structuralist cinema, both technical notes and dazzling objects,
preparatory schema and resolved artwork.
R John Wieners was wonderful, I would never miss his readings, those increasingly eccentric performances. I saw him often at St.
Mark’s and grieved at his memorial there, where I was lucky to get this homage signed by ROBERT CREELEY, that charismatic
pirate who oddly I’d once drunk with in Durham, Northern England. By complete chance Creeley is also represented on the wall
in front of the vitrine through Kitaj’s sexual print entitled Trio. This was originally part of the limited edition A Daybook by Creeley.
S BERNARD HEIDSIECK was a professional banker, extreme avant-garde sound-poet and heir to a famous champagne family.
This richly toned photograph by François Lagarde shows Heidsieck performing Coléoptères & Co along with Paul-Armand Gette
on January 31, 1976 at l’Atelier Annick Lemoine in Paris.

BASEMENT GALLERY
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56 DARREN BADER
Archivist and/with Railing
dimensions variable
with signed certificate
The work consists of two elements: an archivist, a railing. The archivist can be any
archivist. The railing can be any railing. The two elements can be at a distance from one
another or in immediate contact.
Darren Bader was my tenant in Brooklyn which daily suggested manifold possibilities for fruitful
or money-losing collaboration. Indeed at his advanced level of conceptual practice every email,
whether plumbing or rent, seemed a potentially freighted ‘work’ in itself. This particular piece, a
generous gift complete with certificate from Bader himself, thanks to its ‘railing’ perfectly links the

upstairs and downstairs of the Abreu gallery. By pleasing coincidence my new Brooklyn tenant is
actually a famous archivist, Michael Chaiken, curator of the Bob Dylan Archive in Tulsa, a
synchronicity all the stranger considering Bader’s own celebrated likeness to the young Dylan.
Clockwise
WEST WALL
DIRECTOR’S CUT
As it happens almost all film and theatre directors seem to make art also, whether doodled
storyboards or full scale paintings and as with “writer-artists” it is harder to try and find one who
has not made any such work. Thus there have already been as many exhibitions and publications
on “directors drawings” as on “novelists sculptures,” covering everything from Eisenstein’s
gouaches to Guy Madden’s collages. But I must admit to a perverse preference for art made by those
who are better known for their other work as, say, cinematographer or dramaturge. How I still rue
missing that auction of Lacan’s loopy diagrams and only recently I became obsessed by the artisan
wooden doors designed by Tonino Guerra, the revered poet and screenwriter.

57 ROGER BLIN
Portrait, 1948
signed and dated
ink on paper
14 3/4 x 12 1/2 inches (37.5 x 31.8 cm)
framed: 20 7/8 x 16 7/8 inches (52.9 x 42.9 cm)
Roger Blin started young as an actor-director with left-wing activist troupes where he worked with
Artaud and as assistant to Jean Renoir. He became a popular actor in over a hundred French films
from 1934 until his death in 1984. A close collaborator with Jean Genet, he directed the premieres
of The Blacks and The Screens. But Blin is best known as Beckett’s longtime preferred director and
actor for his French productions. As such he was Beckett’s chosen director and lead actor for the
world premiere of Waiting for Godot, Happy Days and Endgame. This rare drawing was made in 1948
whilst acting in Wicked City with Jean-Pierre Aumont and Maria Montez. One year later Beckett’s
wife brought him the first French version of Waiting for Godot. As avant-garde director and equally
active draughtsman Blin’s work has a contemporary equivalent in the fine charcoal drawings of
André Gregory.
58 ERIC MITCHELL
Thou Shalt Not Kill, 1981
signed, dated titled and inscribed For Jackie Curtis, July 8, 22 E 3rd St NY 10003 on the reverse
oil and charcoal on canvas
17 x 23 inches (43.2 x 58.4 cm)
Notorious underground film actor and director, Eric Mitchell gave the first parts ever to everyone
from Rockets Redglare and Vincent Gallo to Rene Ricard and Steve Buscemi, and made notable
appearances himself in performances directed by Robert Frank and Jim Jarmusch. His career as a
visual artist is less well known, whether his collaborative punk band with his old friend Martin
Kippenberger, Luxus, or his years spent drawing “spots” for The New Yorker. I curated a show of his
paintings, drawings and photographs at Mitchell Algus in 2017 where he gave me this classic canvas
from 1981, originally dedicated to the most fabulous drag queen in New York City, the late great
Jackie Curtis.

59 MICHAEL LINDSAY-HOGG
Collage, 2018
postcard, mixed media
10 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches (26.7 x 24.1 cm)
framed: 13 7/8 x 12 7/8 inches (35.2 x 32.7 cm)
Most famous as the director of all the key early film and videos of The Rolling Stones and The
Beatles (including Let It Be, shortly to be rereleased by Peter Jackson), Lindsay-Hogg also directed
such varied TV classics as “Ready Steady Go” and “Brideshead Revisited.” Over a long career,
Lindsay-Hogg has known and worked with everyone from John Malkovich and Andie MacDowell
to Orson Welles who also happens to be his actual father. A longtime clandestine artist, his
drawings and collages have been exhibited everywhere from Los Angeles to Paris as proved by this
prime example. Notable fans of his oeuvre include Michèle Lamy, Mick Jagger and Wes Anderson.
As it happens Lindsay-Hogg also directed a 2001 film of Waiting for Godot, linking him to Roger Blin
who is exhibited to the left of him on the same wall.

60 TONY KAYE
When I had more money than sense, 1996/2011
pen and ink on poster
19 3/4 x 23 7/8 inches (50.2 x 60.6 cm)
With his eccentric persona of orthodox rabbi, Kaye is a hugely successful director of commercials
and videos, Kaye has also been a longtime provocateur and conceptual artist whose abundant
resume includes everything from American History X to the controversial sale of his “Jewish car.”
Kaye’s palatial LA villa is filled to the brim with his extraordinarily fecund artwork. This hand
annotated poster documents the giant billboard he took out opposite MoMA to denounce Philip
Morris’ sponsorship of the museum. By coincidence, my only (pathetic) “Talk of the Town” piece
for the New Yorker similarly dealt with the relation between Philip Morris and the Whitney Biennial.

61 MARCIA RESNICK
She painted racing stripes on her hula hoop in hopes that it would go faster, 1978
titled and signed
photogravure and pencil on paper
from Re-visions, original edition Coach House Press, Toronto
16 x 19 7/8 inches (40.6 x 50.5 cm)
Legendary punk performer and photographer, this image is from the original 1978 Coach House
edition of her fabled autobiographical work Re-visions, which as a cult classic has recently been
reissued by Patrick Frey in Switzerland. Documenting Resnick’s ribald and risqué life as a young
woman, her staged photographs were influential on everyone from Cindy Sherman to Nan Goldin.
Warhol called it “Bad,” and according to Allen Ginsberg it was “Sharp…for a girl.” Now longtime
friend Lydia Lunch pays homage to the second edition of Re-visions: “A sweet twist which whispers
in mysterious tones predicting the delicious perversion of a budding adolescence.”

NORTH WALL

62 DUNCAN HANNAH
Portrait of Adrian Dannatt, 2005
initialed, dated, and inscribed for Adrian NYC
colored pencil on paper
12 3/4 x 9 7/8 inches (32.4 x 25.1 cm)
Another of Hannah’s pleasingly flattering portraits from a set of three, one of which was improbably
but impressively bought from an exhibition by author, collector and lawyer, Michael Rips. He claims
to look at it daily.

63 JEFF DAVIS
Trumpets of Dawn, 2005
colored pencil on paper
11 x 8 3/8 inches (27.9 x 21.3 cm)
framed: 16 3/4 x 14 1/4 inches (42.5 x 36.2 cm)
The only work in this entire exhibition bought at full price from a commercial art gallery, the
cunning Kerry Schuss lured me into purchasing this extra-ordinary drawing from his first show of
Davis, then starring in the Phaidon book, Vitamin D: New Perspectives in Drawing. This fine coloured
pencil perversion, amongst my few pissing men pictures, has garnered a surprising number of fans
from artists and friends who have admired it over the years.
64 JUAN BOZA SÁNCHEZ
Santería, 1982
signed and dated
mixed media on paper
21 7/8 x 16 7/8 inches (55.6 x 42.9 cm)
One of my happiest finds was an entire trove of work by Boza, a now little known but fascinating
figure. An openly gay Afro-Cuban practitioner of Santería, Boza studied with Wilfredo Lam (as can
be seen in this excellent work) was thrown out of art school for “deviant” behavior and made a living
restoring religious statues. Escaping Cuba with the famous Mariel boatlift, Boza made his way to
New York where he reinvented himself as a performance artist and painter drawing on his unique
religious and ethnic heritage. Sadly, he died of complications related to AIDS at age 50 in 1991. His
full rediscovery awaits.

65 JOSEPH LA PLACA
Untitled (For Jenny), 1989
signed, dated, and inscribed For Jenny 6/89 on the reverse
pigment, silica, and acrylic on canvas
12 x 12 inches (30.5 x 30.5 cm)
From busboy at Studio 54 to leading gallery director in Mayfair London, La Placa has done it all,
perhaps most notably setting up one of the pioneering graffiti galleries in New York, Gallozzi-La
Placa. As an artist himself he worked as Basquiat’s main assistant in the studio space given to them
by Annina Nosei whilst pursuing his own distinctive NEO-GEO moiré work, of which this is a

prime example. A music producer, software entrepreneur, advertising executive, art critic and
therapist, La Placa has never abandoned his first love of artmaking.

66 KERRY SCHUSS
Fallingwater Guest Bedroom, 1984
signed, titled, dated, inscribed for Adrian Dannatt on the reverse
polaroid
3 3/8 x 4 1/4 inches (8.6 x 10.8 cm)
Much beloved downtown gallerist, Schuss has a unique eye for upcoming talent whether 18 or 80.
His parallel career as an avant-garde photographer has recently swung him back into the limelight
thanks to a solo exhibition at Gordon Robichaux. This striking vintage print depicts Fallingwater
which coincidently came to be built thanks to my father’s longtime friend, Edgar Kaufmann Jr., a
close family connection of which Schuss was entirely unaware when he so generously gave me this
image.
67 MARISOL
Untitled, 1965
signed, numbered and dated
color lithograph
22 1/2 x 17 3/8 inches (57.1 x 44.1 cm)
framed: 23 1/4 x 18 1/8 inches (59.1 x 46 cm)
ed. 9/26
A longtime neighbor, I would often see Marisol standing smoking outside her building on Vestry
Street and as a great admirer of her work eventually, with great effort, managed to become faintly
friendly with this famously difficult woman. Part of my desperate attempt at integration with
Marisol was my purchase of this classic print from the extraordinary artist herself.
68 BEAUX MENDES
Kurt, 2013
oil on fabric
16 x 20 inches (40.6 x 50.8 cm)
Originally from New York, Mendes has been based in California for the last few years carving out
their unique oeuvre at the intersection of figurative painting and installation. This striking portrait
with its marvelous use of stretched decorative fabric (I particularly like to turn it round to admire
the rear) might be confused for a portrait of the late Cobain, but is in fact a vivid snapshot of their
friend the cult Philadelphia painter Kurt Knobelsdorf.

69 JOCKO WEYLAND
Captain, 2012
signed, titled and dated on the reverse
gouache on paper
14 7/8 x 11 inches (37.8 x 27.9 cm)

A world renowned skater and chronicler of the art form Weyland is author of that
definitive tome The Answer is Never – A Skateboarders’ History of the World. Weyland has also been
everything from a ski lift king in Lake Tahoe to Vice correspondent in China, creator of that seminal
fanzine Elk, and Carhartt model. Whilst curator at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Tucson,
Weyland naturally became a friend of that longtime resident Olivier Mosset, who like myself is an
active fan of Jocko’s burgeoning art career. Mosset was particularly lured by a series of gouaches of
thrift store statuettes and even commissioned Weyland to do a version of his favourite Chinese
propaganda photograph. I love the jib of this old sea salt.

70 WIM FRANK
Untitled
inscribed For AD from the Wim Frank estate Jan Frank 2017 on the reverse
oil on board
7 5/8 x 7 1/2 inches (19.4 x 19.1 cm)
Happily juxtaposed to Jocko’s sea captain, is this exquisite plein air painting by Wim Frank, KLM
executive, master mariner, and not least, matinee idol in the structuralist films of Ron Clark. Wim
was also, as it happens, the proud father of our favourite painter, Jan Frank.
71 MITCHELL ALGUS
Plantation Florida, 1986
signed and dated on the stretcher, inscribed for Adrian on the reverse
oil on stretched satin
20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)
Algus must be the most loved man in the NY art world, a longtime science teacher at a Queens high
school whose passion for the recondite and recherché has resulted in several decades of
extraordinary exhibitions at his eponymous gallery. But Mitchell has also always been an artist as
evinced by this beautiful painting from 1986 when he was on the roster of the young Pat Hearn
Gallery and his collector fans included everyone from Richard Tuttle to Jack Tilton. I only wish I
had one of the handmade frames that used to accompany these works, as crafted by the legendary
Ricky Clifton. After nearly three decades of not making art Mitchell had a retrospective show in
2018 of old and new work at 47 Canal gallery.

72 PETER ROSE PULHAM
Christian Bérard, 1935
dated and inscribed To Adrian, love Paul and Danny on the reverse
vintage silver gelatin print
6 x 7 inches (15.2 x 19.1 cm)
framed: 12 1/4 x 14 inches (31 x 35.6 cm)
Bébé Bérard has always been a longtime hero, a wonderful illustrator, dexterous set designer, social
butterfly and one of the few truly fat opiate addicts. But I have equally long admired Pulham, a
fashion photographer and surrealist painter who created his own anchovy toast, wore the best
handmade suits and died suitably young. This beautiful vintage photograph was given to me by the
late Paul Kasmin with a dedication on the back, pleasingly added to recently by Danny Moynihan,
who revealed that he had in fact always co-owned this work.

73 CHRISTIAN BÉRARD
Arlequin et Pierrot
signed
gouache on a lithography with printed signature
10 1/4 x 7 5/8 inches (26 x 19.4 cm)
framed: 16 1/4 x 13 inches (41.3 x 33 cm)
This playful, and yes pretty gouache was given to me by Miguel Abreu. How strange that my two
closest friends with art galleries in New York, Kasmin and Abreu, should both have owned and
gifted me works by Bérard, despite both dealing in contemporary art. This work originally belonged
to Miguel’s fabled father, Jean Claude, whose obituary is one of my favourites in my book.

74 ALAN REID
Fancy Dancer, 2015
caran d’ache, flashe & rudraksha bead on canvas in frame
32 3/4 x 27 3/4 inches (83.2 x 70.5 cm)
Having once done a single favour for Lisa Cooley, namely wangling a Blinky Palermo print from the
private collection of Heiner Friedrich, she generously commissioned me to write a text on a single
work by any of her artists in her fabled stable; I unerringly chose this extraordinary picture by the
young Reid and waxed lyrical on its behalf. To my surprise and pleasure the artist himself gifted me
this singular work whose manifold mysteries require repeated viewings.

EAST WALL

75 NIGEL HALL
Drawing #163, 1980
signed, dated 80 and numbered #163
graphite on paper
30 x 40 inches (76.2 x 101.6 cm)
A famous draughtsman and sculptor in his native England, Hall’s rigorous yet sensual forms are far
too little seen here in Manhattan. These relatively early drawings embody his strong geometric
energy and rich tactile mastery of the graphite medium. A great admirer like myself of Claude
Lorrain I should perhaps have hung these drawings next to my etching by the latter.

76 NIGEL HALL
Drawing #127, 1979
signed, dated 79 and numbered #127
graphite on paper
30 x 40 inches (76.2 x 101.6 cm)

77 HUGO GUINNESS
Cyclamen, 2021
signed
block print, ink on fiber paper
29 1/2 x 22 in (75 x 56 cm)

78 PHILIBERT LOUIS DEBUCOURT
Adieux d'un Russe a une Parisienne (after the drawing by Carle Vernet), 1814
hand-colored etching
13 5/8 x 10 1/8 inches (34.6 x 25.7 cm)
framed: 22 x 18 1/4 inches (55.9 x 46.4 cm)
A particularly elegant historic frame for this charming vignette of life in Paris during Napoleon’s
exile on Elba, as a Russian officer bids farewell to some grand amour.

79 ALLEN JONES
Miss, 1966
signed, dated ‘66, titled and numbered 12/30
etching and aquatint
19 5/8 x 16 inches (49.8 x 40.6 cm)
framed: 25 1/4 x 22 1/4 inches (64.1 x 56.5 cm)
ed. 12/30
A saucy and perverse provocateur, Jones is still notorious for his fetishistic furniture of a leatherclad woman on all fours as seen in the work of Kubrick and Polanski. If now a revered elder
statesman of British Pop Art, this print from his swinging London heyday still has a kinky frisson.

80 AIMÉ LOUIS ANDRÉ
Family Portrait, ca. 1840
signed and dated
graphite on paper
13 x 9 inches (33 x 23 cm)
framed: 21 x 16 3/4 inches (53.3 x 42.5 cm)
Despite their presumed plenitude, it is surprisingly hard to find Neoclassical 18th-century drawings
of this exceptional quality. As accurate and elegant as even Ingres, the charm and delicacy of this
family scene, siblings surely, makes it one of my favourite possessions.

81 JAY BATLLE
Drunk waiter, 2008
embossed stamped
ink pencil and watercolor on paper
10 3/4 x 8 3/8 inches (27.3 x 21.3 cm)
framed: 12 3/4 x 10 1/8 inches (32.4 x 25.7 cm)
Doodled daringly on the actual formal writing paper of the fabled SoHo restaurant Provence, where
Batlle was longtime head waiter and then maitre d’, this comic masterpiece captures an alcoholic
sommelier stealing wine from his startled customer. There is an additional long pencil text on the
back by the ever fecund and feisty Batlle.
82 SALVATOR ROSA
Landscape with Saint Jerome, ca.1660
signed with artist’s initials and stamped
pen and brown ink on cream laid paper mounted on heavy laid paper
8 x 6 1/2 inches (22.2 x 16.5 cm)
Provenance: Collection of Mathias Polakovits
I could not resist the scratchy sketchiness of this study, its wonkiness and suggestion of spiritual
solitude. Rosa (1615–1673) was prototype of the modern artist, a “perpetual rebel” who refused to
have a patron and resisted commissions, instead showing work at his studio and occasional public
“exhibitions.” At a time when artists painted as told he fought for his independence, “Go to a
brickmaker, they work on order.” Pleasingly perverse he made gigantic paintings just for himself,
“Always they want my small landscapes, always, always, my small ones.” Mine is as small as you can
get. Rosa was also a poet whose verses made him many enemies, even listed on the Index of Forbidden
Books. But the reason I bought this drawing is the collector’s stamp of Mathias Polakovits, aesthete,
socialite and grand reporteur for Paris Match who used “PM” (same as Piet Mondrian) to mark his vast
collection of drawings he gave to the Ecole des Beaux Arts. I love the snobbish connoisseurship of
such stamps and the satisfaction of being able to reveal, looking at a seventeenth-century Italian
drawing in the Connecticut collection of Philip Taaffe, “Oh, this has the PM mark of Polakovits!”

83 PIETRO TESTA
Saint Jerome, 1630-33
signed with artist’s initials and titled
etching
11 1/2 x 8 1/2 inches (29.2 x 21.6 cm)
framed: 14 1/2 x 11 1/2 x 1 1/2 inches (36.8 x 29.2 x 3.8 cm)
This relatively austere yet rewarding etching captures the same sense of spiritual solitude as the
adjoining drawing by Rosa. That ever astute collector and connoisseur Danny Moynihan suspected
this might be by his great favourite Magnasco (whose work he bought for the collection of his great
friend Damien Hirst) but it proved to be by Testa, who was actually a disciple of the aforementioned
Magnasco.

SOUTH WALL

84 ALLAN KAPROW
Studies for An Apple Shrine, 1960
color pencil and crayon on paper
7 parts, each drawing: 12 1/4 x 18 inches (31.1 x 45.7 cm)
framed: 13 1/2 x 19 3/4 inches (34.3 x 50.2 cm)
I purchased this suite of dynamic drawings knowing that they were obviously studies for some
archetypal performance work of the sixties, unlike my annoying underbidder who afterwards told
me he had thought they would be “fun decoration” for his children’s nursery. The great RoseLee
Goldberg came round to my loft to try and help me establish who they were by and had the
wonderful idea that we could if necessary restage them as anonymous works. I later discovered, as
I had long suspected, that they were studies for one of Kaprow’s most seminal early happenings.
85 RALPH HUMPHREY
Untitled, 1963
signed and dated lower right
graphite on paper
11 3/4 x 17 3/8 inches (29.8 x 44.1 cm)
framed: 12 5/8 x 18 1/4 inches (32.1 x 46.4 cm)

86 RALPH HUMPHREY
Frame Painting, 1965
signed, dated and inscribed Humphrey for Dick Bellamy on the reverse
oil on canvas
8 x 8 1/8 inches (20.3 x 20.6 cm)
Ralph Humphrey was an important postwar New York abstractionist, the classic “painter’s painter”
admired and referenced by many artists but with little interest in larger fame. This small jewel comes
from his series of “Frame Paintings “(1961–65) as seen in a 1965 exhibition at Green Gallery, run
by the legendary Dick Bellamy, to whom this painting was dedicated in that same year. In an Art
News review of this show Neil A. Levine wrote, “His new work is serious and demanding. All the
paintings are variations on one theme. The theme is, simply stated, an expansive, lightly brushed,
large grey field…surrounded by a painted framing edge.” This series was shown again in 1990 at
Mary Boone in the exhibition Ralph Humphrey: Frame Paintings, 1964 to 1965.

87 PAUL PAGK
Untitled, 2004
signed, dated, and inscribed For Adrian Dannatt NYC on the reverse
oil on linen
25 7/8x 24 inches (65.7 x 61 cm)
This energy-packed motor of abstraction overtly demonstrates Pagk’s mastery of bold colour, but I
also particularly enjoy the faded charm of its faux historical borders.

88 LAURIE ANDERSON
New York Times Horizontal, China Times Vertical, 1971/79
signed, titled and dated
newspaper collage
29 3/4 x 22 inches (75.6 x 55.9 cm)
framed: 37 1/4 x 29 1/8 inches (94.6 x 74 cm)
Originally made in the early seventies during the height of Nixon’s détente with China, there are
two versions of this innovative collage as exhibited at the National Gallery, DC in their exhibition
on the newspaper in art. I like the idea that Anderson bought these newspapers in neighbouring
Chinatown and so carefully wove them together in her downtown loft. I lived for a while next door
to Anderson in Tribeca and enjoyed her spritely presence as a fleeting neighbour, not to mention
the wonderful concert she gave with Lou Reed to celebrate their restoration of the triangular park in
front of their building.
89 OLIVER BEER
Oma’s Kitchen Floor poster, 2012
signed and dated
offset print
23 3/8 x 15 5/8 inches (59.4 x 39.7 cm)
Hung next to Anderson to make clear the curious coincidental coherence of these two works, this
visual synchronicity is all the more appropriate considering Beer, like Anderson, works primarily
with sound and musical performance. Now an established star (not least thanks to his recent
exhibition at the Met of singing vessels) I met Beer in Paris as a young artist around 2011. I
particularly like this early work in which he took up the entire floor of his beloved grandma Oma
and exhibited it on the wall.
90 MARIA MARTINS
Construcca’o exacto, 1942
signed with artist’s initials, titled, inscribed Rio 42
colored crayon and gouache on paper
8 1/2 x 6 inches (21.6 x 15.2 cm)
framed: 17 1/8 x 13 1/8 inches (43.5 x 33.3 cm)
One of my most cherished purchases from the late Guillaume Gallozzi, this vibrant and amusing
drawing has long intrigued and charmed me. Working from the date of 1942 and Brazilian
inscription “from Rio,” I have long read the initials “M.M.” as being those of Duchamp’s mistress
and muse, the remarkable sculptor, Maria Martins. Yet oddly, the signature could also be seen as
that of H. C. Westermann, if he could have been living and working in Rio age 20.

91 GABRIEL-XAVIER MONTAUT D’OLERON
Study for Boissy d’Anglas Salue la Tête du Député Féraud à la Convention Nationale, 1795
graphite on paper
15 x 10 3/4 inches (38.1 x 27.3 cm)
framed: 21 1/4 x 17 1/4 inches (54 x 43.8 cm)
When angry political activists were able, to everyone’s surprise, to break through security to occupy
the center of governmental power, it became a celebrated incident of the French Revolution at the
height of the terror. They presented the head of the député Jean Féraud, carried high on a spike to
his friend and colleague, Boissy d’Anglas, who with exemplary sangfroid can be seen here lifting his
hat in salutation. Curiously enough a more recent mob at the US Capitol also carried posters
proclaiming “make the guillotine great again.” I particularly like the figure of the artist himself to
be seen sketching in the bottom right.

92 Anonymous wooden sculpture from the Donald Judd building,
101 Spring Street, New York City
plywood, bolt
19 7/8 x 29 1/4 x 20 inches (50.5 x 74.3 x 50.8 cm)
Walking past Judd’s building on Spring Street at 9am one morning in the early nineties, I was
surprised to see this wooden object being tossed from the side door into a waiting garbage truck.
Despite the loud moan of the compactor which was about to crush it to smithereens, I leapt forward
and bravely pleaded to rescue it from the jaws of extinction. “Take whatever you want buddy!” I
carried this surprisingly heavy construction around the corner to the offices of Open City magazine
on Lafayette Street. Years later the then director of the Judd Foundation, Peter Ballentine, was at my
loft and exclaimed: “You can’t claim that this is made by Donald Judd!” To which I responded, as I
have ever since, “All I am stating is the fact that this object, whatever it may be, came directly from
Judd’s building.”

93 WILL RYMAN
Figure, 2003
papier-mâché, epoxy resin, wire mesh, acrylic, wood, cloth
33 x 12 x 10 inches (83.8 x 30.5 x 25.4 cm)
Created very early in his career, when Ryman was still primarily a playwright and theatre director,
this distinctive figure, both comic and faintly sinister, was as much performance prop as standalone
sculpture. It was exhibited in his very first exhibition held at his own Bowery building, and I feel is
somehow comparable to the drawing by that fellow theatre director, Roger Blin.

VITRINES

T RAÚL RUIZ, The Book of Disappearances & The Book of Tractations (Les presses du réel, 1990)
I spent a long and dazzling tête-a-tête lunch with Raúl Ruiz in an excellent Japanese restaurant in Paris around the corner from
his retrospective at the Jeu de Paume. I just wish it was possible to exhibit his fountain pen inscription to myself, I can still
remember the pleasure of the moment when he got out his glamorous stylo to sign the mirror page and gnostic mylar of this
occult volume. It is here placed next to Bryant as upon my demise (that thing I try to deal with daily) it must be given to that
great Ruiz aficionado.
U C. S. LEIGH
Psycho, New York KunstHall, 1992; See You at Regis Debray, 2005, DVD; Slava Trudu Orchestra, La Casa del Dormiente, CD
Christian “C. S.” Leigh was genuinely extreme. I collaborated with him in various capacities not least on this inaugural
exhibition Psycho at a mysterious art centre he established in SoHo with criminal central European backers. Most modish of highconcept curators, he went missing with much money and art during the Venice Biennale. It was then discovered he had done the
same as a teenage haute-couturier who’d dressed Meryl Streep for the Oscars before vanishing amongst vast debt. The third time he
reappeared as a director, working with famous actors Béatrice Dalle and Marianne Faithfull, and such musicians as John Cale and
Brett Anderson, in a slew of projects of various states of completion and reality. The CD is a soundscape created for one of his
spectacles, with his name and number on a scrap of paper from the first time we met. Swearing he would never forgive me for an
exposé I wrote in the Sunday Times Magazine, he later claimed he had written it himself and I still ponder the possibility I am actually
merely one of the many pseudonyms of Mr. Leigh. He supposedly died in 2016 though I saw him outside Sainsbury’s midnight
shopping.
V BINGHAM BRYANT, Foreign Powers (2019), lobby card and storyboard
I spotted the blushing Bingham at a gallery opening long before he had made his first film and was immediately struck by his
good looks and overt charisma. Imagine my delight to discover not only his excellent name but also that as a ten year old he had
identified a Walter Crane painting at his Connecticut prep school, subsequently sold at Christie’s for over £400,000. Over time
BB has revealed himself as a talented actor, screenwriter and director and impossibly knowledgeable expert on every aspect of
world cinema, not to mention modern music. I was honoured to be cast as a glorified extra in his recent short film Foreign
Powers where I sat hypnotised at an East Village bar opposite the beautiful and brilliant actress Hannah Gross. The boy genius
even provided an authentic coffee stain (I love them) on his storyboard.

TOT THESP TRIO

A doomed child star myself I am always intrigued by the fate of fellow juvenile thespians. The usual cliché of their adult collapse—
fiscal, moral, physical—proves irresistible and I myself have been featured over the years in variants of “whatever happened to…?”
Yet, by contrast, how many of us have gone on to entirely different interesting careers, sometimes at the more extreme ends of
social and artistic activity. A favourite such case was Jon Whiteley who I met by happy chance when visiting the Ashmolean in
Oxford. I was immediately awed by his tweed suits and horn rims, not to mention his long career as chief curator at that museum,
an expert on string instruments as well as two of my favourite artists, Ingres and Claude. Imagine my amazement when I
discovered he had also been a famous child actor, starring twice with Dirk Bogarde, making Fritz Lang’s Moonfleet and actually
winning an Oscar aged eight.
W The Floating Bear #33, 1966
A doomed child star myself, I am always intrigued by the fate of fellow juvenile thespians. This notably good issue of Diane di
Prima’s publication, guest edited by John Wieners, includes a rare poem by BOBBY DRISCOLL. A genuinely famous child actor,
Driscoll was a major Disney star who fell into heroin addiction, became a beatnik and on dying in the street was tossed into a
pauper’s grave. I was long fascinated by Driscoll and even conceived a theatre-performance piece in which I would play him (a
passing resemblance at a certain age) as boy celebrity and homeless poet. I was led to Driscoll by Hollywood Babylon whose author
Kenneth Anger was also a child actor before becoming a Satanist avant-gardist; other infant thesps in that underground scene
included Piero Heliczer (who filmed Driscoll in his very last role) and Dean Stockwell whose comeback in Blue Velvet is exactly the
sort of perverse part I am always hoping to land in my sad attempt to return to the flickering limelight. Curious there should be so
many child actors who become collagists, makers of artist-books, experimental poets and filmmakers, not least the great Crispin
Glover.
X CHRISTOPHE BOURSEILLER, Vie et mort de Guy Debord (Plon, 1999)
As a precocious child Bourseiller appeared aged four in Yves Robert’s War of the Buttons followed by Godard’s Une Femme
Mariée and Deux out trois choses que je sais d’elle, the beginning of a long career before the camera. He is now equally well known as a
writer and journalist “avec une passion pour les minorités et l’étrangeté.” Indeed his special topic is political extremism of every stripe,
having written books on Trotskyists, Maoists, Fascists and Neo-Nazis. This celebrated early biography actually includes half-apage about myself, when I was denounced by Debord, and even a florid inscription. I was lucky enough to go out drinking with
him in Paris along with Jacqueline de Jong, Situationist revolutionary and Eric Mitchell, underground movie director and actor.
Y ROBIN MORGAN, Monster (Vintage, 1972)
Dropping off my infant daughter at a babysitter in the West Village was terrifying due to the wild woman who would leap out to
shout at parents and babies, driven to a frenzy of fury by prams in the communal hallway. This vigilant neighbour-from-hell was
feminist activist Robin Morgan. What I did not know at the time was that Morgan had also been a famous child actor with her
own eponymous radio show and guest-starring roles in many long- running TV series. She gave up thespian glory for the life
poetic and Monster, her first collection, became notorious for her poem denouncing Ted Hughes for the murder of Plath. Random
House had to postpone UK publication whilst radical feminist groups around the world put out their own illegal samizdat
editions. Morgan went on to create WITCH (Women International Terrorist Conspiracy from Hell) and lead an extraordinary
life at the forefront of militant sexual politics. The poems are great, making me almost tempted to dare ring her bell to ask for a
signature, at my peril. As she ends her book, “I am the monster!”
Z TOMÁS GUTIÉRREZ ALEA, Memories of Underdevelopment (Rutgers University Press, 1990)
I am occasionally proud of my younger self, that I should have dared linger shyly, like a “Stage Door Johnnie” at the end of the
1994 MoMA premiere of Fresa y Chocolate by Gutitérrez Alea. The disappointment of this film (why should I even mention this?)
was more than compensated for by Alea’s charm, generous willingness to talk with me and actually sign and dedicate my copy
of Memories of Underdevelopment, still firmly in my top twenty films. Here chez Abreu there is an added resonance in that the
galllerist’s father Jean Claude Abreu had certain similarities to Sergio, the anti-hero of the film; a wealthy literature-loving
dilettante he too stayed on in Havana after the revolution, fascinated by Castro and as if conflicted in his disloyalties or simply
unable to make a decision, paralysed by his upbringing.
A1 PAUL SHARITS, storyboard pages
From an entire cache of sketches and visual ideas by Paul Sharits, some of them erotic, some distinctly eccentric if not borderline
crazy, I like the experimental energy of these 1970s doodles, plots for potential new films placed next to a similar diagrammatic
drawing by Bryant.

B1 OPORTO (Ana Baliza and Alexandre Estrela), First English translation and audio interpretation of “K4 O Quadrado Azul (K4
The Blue Square)” by José de Almada Negreiros, 1917, Lisbon 2020
With my oldest friend Liza Fior, of muf architecture/art, we hatched a plan to try and organise an exhibition at the Gulbenkian of
her late father’s work, the radical typographer Robin Fior, long based in Lisbon. Thus whilst touring a New York art fair with
Penelope Curtis, then director of that institution, I managed to sell the notion of such a show, following up with varied more
detailed emails. Pleasingly it actually came to pass and hence I met the brilliant young designer Ana Baliza who was wisely chosen
as curator for the Fior show. Baliza, along with artist Alexandre Estrela, also ran the alternative non-profit space Oporto, based in
an old merchant sailors union building in Lisbon. “Since 2007 Oporto has been hosting undigestible and resistant art, having a
special focus on experimental film and video.” I was honoured last year when Oporto invited me to perform José de Almada
Negreiros’ extraordinary 1917 text “K4,” translated for the first time into English by Baliza who also designed this handsome
brochure and cassette tape.
C1 ANNA BILLER, “The Lady Cat,” cassette tape, c.1993
Let it never be forgotten that after philosophy in the deep south at Davidson our gallerist Monsieur Abreu studied film at CalArts,
not only with leading theoretician Harun Farocki but also the fabled Alexander Mackendrick whose “narrative” course he had to
battle to join. Whilst out in Valencia Abreu first met several of the artists on his gallery roster and an intriguing range of other
practitioners. Amongst these was fellow student-filmmaker Anna Biller whose exhibited cassette was for an ambitious hour long
“musical extravaganza” written, scored, designed and choreographed by Biller. Abreu worked on this in many capacities, not least
as an extra, one of his curiously few thespian moves. Biller herself has gone on to a ripe career at the more extravagant end of
independent filmmaking as a full-blown cult auteur, like some feminist Parajanov working for Roger Corman.
D1 GUY LESSER, “Songs for an album,” cassette tape, c.1995
Lesser is one of those exceptional nomadic figures to whom this exhibition is a sort of tribute, less known to the larger world but
a shared secret, treasured star, amongst certain sects. When I moved to Milan for work in 1990 (my last employment I am happy
to admit) Lesser was an ubiquitous figure, living in a Venetian apartment above Harry’s Bar given to him by Cipriani, a musician,
novelist, New York Times travel guru, oenophile and ultimate homme du monde. His first novel Smith was a long-rumoured cult classic
with fans ranging from Jay McInerney to Morgan Entrekin, which Lesser ultimately decided not to share with the general reading
public. Likewise his equally clandestine first album boasted a host of celebrated musicians who also played with his old friend Lou
Reed. Eventually leaving Italy for the exotic dockside shore of Williamsburg, Lesser has created his own unique bicycle design,
refined his rarissima private library and penned many a classic chanson. His rare cassette abuts Lindsay-Hogg with whom he was
once producing an entirely “dependent” as opposed to “independent” feature film.
E1 MICHAEL LINDSAY-HOGG, recto-verso poster for show at Galerie Pixi, Paris, 2019
I was honoured to be discretely involved in introducing two different artists to the fabled Marie Victoire Poliakoff of Galerie Pixi,
namely Duncan Hannah and Lindsay-Hogg, and proud to be asked to write texts on both their exhibitions there. This splendidly
illustrated flyer-poster-souvenir from Lindsay-Hogg's sell-out show includes an image of his collage as hung on the wall above.
F1 DAN SOFAER, potluck dinner invitation
A legendary figure in the haute bohemia of Yelping Hill, that academic enclave perched in the woods above Cornwall, Connecticut,
Sofaer is Bombay Iraqi Sephardic royalty. Related to both Abraham Sofaer the great character actor and indeed DC power
broker Abraham Daniel Sofaer, Dan’s slim volume Blurred Inheritance infamously ends, “I thank my grandparents daily I have never
had to work.” In fact, Sofaer has worked surprisingly hard, whether as a scholar of ancient Greek and Latin, or a serial opener-andcloser of secondhand bookshops all across Upstate New York. A late-born Hellenist (and great lover of my native Wales) this flyer
was designed for one of those Yelping potlucks where New Yorker fact-checkers and Yale semioticians, not to mention the Hill’s
most famous offspring, Seth Price, mill round the chow.
G1 AMOR TOWLES, The Marble Costume
Amongst the rarest artifacts in this exhibition is a handmade publication (limited to a bijou edition of twenty) of American
novelist, Amor Towles. After an academic career at Yale and Stanford, Towles was torn between fiction—having already
published a story in the Paris Review—and the fiscal. In the end he served both amply, towards the end of a twenty year career in
equity writing that New York Times bestseller Rules of Civility. Soon after its publication, he retired from the investment field and
went on to write the international hit novel, A Gentleman in Moscow. This particular volume of collaged polychrome texts makes

clear Towles’ experimental origins. As the author explains, “The Marble Costume stemmed from trying to write a ‘story’ by
discovering different sentences hidden on the same page. I found the original page with the etching in one of the bins at the
antique engraving shop that used to be on Houston Street. I xeroxed the original so I could keep re-approaching the same page
and the collaged elements were taken from those Mexican Tarot cards then ubiquitous in the East Village.” The Marble Costume is
also something of an homage to Tom Phillips’ A Humument and I still regret that when my friend Phillips was a recent judge of
the Booker Prize I could not persuade him to lead A Gentleman in Moscow into the winners enclosure, a mistake Tom himself has
subsequently rued.

H1 JOHN WIENERS, A Superficial Estimation (1986); Conjugal Contraries & Quart (1987)
Hanuman Books was a wonderful publishing venture set up by Francesco Clemente along with one of the stars in my firmament
of brilliant polymath enigmas, the ever mysterious Raymond Foye. Editor, poet, punk, aesthete, curator, collector, Foye seems to
have traversed numerous historic avant-gardes in defiance of chronological logic. Part of the bibliographic ambiguity of Hanuman
is that (like many things in my exhibition) they can be both rare and entirely easy to find, expensive and affordable.
Certainly Superficial Estimation being the very first in the book series has a certain cachet and happily both of them are signed to me
by the great Wieners in a notably shaky and bohemian hand.
I1 JOSEPH LABADIE, Anarchism What It is and Is Not (Liberty Club of Detroit, 1908)
Surely it would be preposterous to claim to be interested in anarchism, it’s long history and actual current practice, as a relatively
comfortable middle-class homeowner and goddam landlord even? Maybe only in so much as my own character has long been
driven and defined by a sort of instinctive anarchism (borderline ADHD Tourette’s) and certainly an unfortunate talent for
provocation which aligns me strongly with the “Provo” movement. Just as I always feel instinctively guilty, and even tend to conceal
myself, on seeing the police I also naively imagine that any anarchist group would soon enough recognise me as one of their own.
Certainly growing up in left-wing Islington in the 1970s my deep dislike for the Labour party, and the Maoists and Trotskyists of
that era, was only matched by my hatred of the Conservatives or National Front. Anyway, Labadie was a fascinating figure, a “tramp”
printer who was a key participant in Detroit syndicalist battles, and I love the hand-crafted political booklets he created with highVictorian wallpaper. He was also himself an obsessive collector of ephemera who finally managed to place his vast radical archive
with the University of Michigan Library.
J1 Free ANGELA DAVIS, postcard, c. 1971
I met and interviewed Wyatt Houston Day, an intriguing radical independent-academic who in 1996 set up the first auction
department of Printed & Manuscript African Americana at Swann, all the more successful when it began to deal in actual fine art.
Fascinated by such material I even managed to buy Uncle Tom 1870s plates from the most expensive antique shop in Hudson and
sell them for a profit at auction. I was especially interested in Black Panther publications and the art work of Emory Douglas. But

with time I increasingly felt I was merely dabbling aesthetically in a serious political history that had absolutely nothing to do with
me. I now feel a similar frisson of embarrassment going past white bourgeois houses with their BLM posters in the window, not
entirely sure a honky comme moi has any rightful place in all this. One of the few things I have left from that era of collecting, this
postcard has on the verso the printed address of Governor Ronald Reagan.
K1 TERENCE KOH, Such Things I Do to Make Myself More Attractive to You (Printed Matter, Inc., 2006)
Koh was such a great figure in the early millennial downtown scene, “asianpunkboy” and radical Queer troublemaker, he not only
looked so utterly great he also made suitably sexy and troubling art madness, all over the place. I especially remember an all-white
environment down in Chinatown where serious drugs were involved. And then at the top of his game he seemingly vanished,
always a good sign, joining that distinguished club of refuseniks such as Cady Noland, Jessica Diamond, Lee Lozano and of course
Duchamp, whose motto might come from Cocteau, “style is to refuse.” This elegant black tomb box is signed and numbered and
contains a charred drawing and sinister death-like gleaming jellybeans as well as various bits of other prime Koh ephemera that I
added.
L1 ALISON KNOWLES, Leone d’oro
Knowles remains a fabled figure in the downtown milieu. A key surviving member of Fluxus, the only art movement to have fought
commodification by the market and totally succeeded. Funnily enough the only time I met Knowles was in this very basement of
the Abreu gallery for Fluxus performance. Amongst that plethora of Knowles-family talent, from Beyoncé’s sashay to Christopher’s
typewriter texts, it’s Alison we love best for her spritely poetics and discrete politics. This is just the sort of artist whose true victory
too often comes after they have sheathed the sword in the rusty scabbard of mortality.
M1 PAN MUSEUM (Clandestine Press and Hayward Gallery Publishing, 2006)
This project was based around the painter Pietro Antonio Narducci who created his own “PAN Museum” in Denville, New Jersey.
Led there by the great Mitchell Algus (whose painting is on the adjoining wall) I recruited the leading Danish conceptualist
Joachim Koester to accompany us to the “PAN” HQ where he shot a series of moody poetic documentary images. These were
published by Jan Mot in conjunction with our project being included in a Serpentine touring exhibition A Secret Service organised
by that fabled almost-Australian curator and artist Richard Grayson.
N1 JAY BATLLE, Portrait of Adrian Dannatt with Red Wine, a Brothel Drawing and two declarations of association & friendship.
Batlle’s poignant comic text about how we first met in Chelsea is on the back of my suitably drunken rambling poem published in
official celebration of his work and persona (if the two can be separated) for his award-winning exhibition at Nyehaus, originally
affixed to an Odeon restaurant painting. It is a great pleasure in life to eat and drink and look at art with Batlle and even more to
own some of his infamous drawings, “epicurean” and otherwise. I am the proud possessor of one of his seminal “Minimalist”
food paintings which was unfortunately impossible to bring over from Paris. Chapeau Jay! Chin chin!
O1 RICHARD FLOETHE, Sailor, 1928, pen, ink and watercolor, 12 x 8 1/2 inches (30.5 x 21.6 cm)
Richard Floethe (pronounced like Goethe) was a Bauhaus trained artist who left Germany for America where he had a long and
successful career as a watercolourist, illustrator, muralist and master of pochoir. Perhaps best known for his book work not least
such classics as Noel Streatfeild’s Ballet Shoes and Pinocchio, Floethe ended his life in Florida leaving behind a southern dynasty of
creative offspring. This classic Deco drawing by Floethe captures a perfect cameo of Manhattan’s “Roaring” heyday, as a flapper
and salty marine stroll through the glitter of its night.
P1 VICTORIA FLOETHE, portrait of Adrian Dannatt
I was proud to publish Floethe’s short story Object, a high point of my time as editor-at-large of Open City magazine. Floethe
actually studied art at Vassar and I still regret those graduate works I attempted and failed to acquire while visiting her family in
the Deep South. Both Floethe’s grandparents were professional artists and by extreme coincidence my friend Duncan Hannah
(whose portrait of me abuts) was taught to draw as a boy by her grandmother out on Wyoming’s Triangle X ranch.
Q1 ANTHONY HADEN-GUEST, cartoon of Adrian Dannatt
The great Haden-Guest is famous for many things, whether appearing on the Sex Pistols t-shirt of their all-time enemies, as the
antihero of Bonfire of the Vanities or as the war correspondent who discovered the weapons of mass destruction. As an escaped
prisoner of war, Haden-Guests’ evasion of the Nazis age 3 made the front page of the New York Times and now at an ever-spritely
84 he is still one of Manhattan’s smartest cartoonists. This sketch of myself captures a fabled incident in which Haden-Guest was

fooled by my conceptual art prank The Three and reported this imaginary group for Talk magazine. Under threat of being fired by
Tina Brown, Haden-Guest wrote up the entire farrago for the Financial Times, a faded salmon cutting I guard to this day.
R1 THE THREE, exhibition invitation, Percy Miller Gallery, London, 1991
The Three, as memorably written up by Anthony Haden-Guest, are a fictional trio of processional fashion models who operate on
the outer limits of conceptual art. They have no actual art product other than themselves, existing solely through their media
representation. This card from their first commercial exhibition is a rare survival from a career that has spanned such venues as
Deitch Projects in New York and Shanaynay in Paris. It has long been suspected that this long running media-loop, “too meta”
for its own good owes as much to Adrian Dannatt as Pessoa and Philippe Thomas.
S1 SALLY ANN LASSON, cartoon strip, 1992
One of the funniest women I know (should one even make such a proviso?), Lasson is also amongst the wickedest and wisest,
casting comedy and confusion, broken-hearts and scandal wherever she goes. A longtime professional cartoonist for The
Independent and illustrator of the last book by Britain’s most controversial art critic Brian Sewell, Lasson has also been a political
hostess, social arbiter and rightly feared tastemaker. Nearly thirty years ago she did this little cameo of me in bed on Bleecker Street
with my face mask and novelistic pretensions. The novel is still not written.
T1 DUNCAN HANNAH, Portrait of Adrian Dannatt, 2005, colored pencil on paper, 12 3/4 x 9 7/8 inches (32.4 x 25.1 cm)
U1 PIETER SCHOOLWERTH, Portrait of Adrian Dannatt, c. 2000, pencil on paper, 16 1/2 x 14 inches (41.9 x 35.6 cm)
I first met Schoolwerth while staying with Miguel Abreu in Valencia where they were classmates at CalArts and have long been
impressed by the sheer variety of his practice, as rich in technical skills as metaphorical gambits. I bought an early diptych of
merging alphabets and science fiction nightscape and remain a believer. Schoolwerth created a memorable painting of myself in
the offices of Open City magazine and a comic composition with my infant children as models. This fine pencil portrait was one
of a pair. The other of Monsieur Abreu somehow still missing.

By appointment in the viewing room:
GIORGIO SADOTTI, a provocative and prolix artist, as conceptual as cunningly comic, has staged
several interventions in New York over the decades. An aesthete as well as an intellectual, Sadotti
was one of the earlier patrons of David Adjaye who created a rightly renowned house for him deep
in the East End of London. This particular work, simply a double-page spread from a Zurich
newspaper, requires close contemplation for eventual completion. Clever.

